Crosswalk for the *Student Version and The Law of Higher Education, Fifth Edition*

The crosswalk below directs interested readers from particular sections of the *Student Version* to the parallel section or sections in *The Law of Higher Education, Fifth Edition*. Since *LHE 5th* is a larger work (2 volumes), it contains more citations of resources and more case examples than the *Student Version*. This additional material in *LHE 5th* may be useful to instructors preparing classes and to students engaging in research or independent study. In addition, *LHE 5th* includes various sections covering topics—usually specialized topics of primary interest to practitioners—that are not treated in the *Student Version*. Although these additional sections in *LHE 5th* are not shown on this crosswalk, interested readers may view the entire Table of Contents of *LHE 5th* by going to the NACUA Web site that supports *LHE 5th* and the *Student Version* (see “Notice of Web Site and Periodic Supplements,” previously in the front matter).
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